We study the formation of bound states in a one-dimensional, single-component Fermi chain with attractive interactions. The phase diagram, computed from DMRG (density matrix renormalization group), shows not only a superfluid of paired fermions (pair phase) and a liquid of fermion triplets (trion phase), but also a phase with two gapless modes. We show that the latter phase is described by a 2-component Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) theory, consisting of one charged and one neutral mode. We argue based on our numerical data, that the single, pair, and trion phases are descendants of the 2-component TLL theory. We speculate on the nature of the phase transitions amongst these phases.
Recently, there has been significant interest in the study of 1D systems that cannot be described by the standard TLL theory [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In describing 1D interacting Fermions, TLL theory naturally arises through bosonization that maps fermionic modes to bosonic modes. Nearby (i.e. descendant) phases such as charge density wave order appear as instabilities of the parent TLL theory. This approach breaks down at the weak to strong pairing transition, i.e. the transition to the p-wave paired liquid. It was recently pointed out in Ref. [16, 17] , that the p-wave pairing phase cannot be described as a descendant phase of a single-mode TLL; instead they find that the transition can be described by an emergent mode theory and the weak and strong pairing phases are descendants of this theory [18] . Which raises the question: what other phases, beyond p-wave pairing, can appear in one-component interacting fermions and how are these phases connected to some emergent-mode description?
In this paper, we investigate the formation of multifermion bound states in 1D single-component systems. We perform DMRG numerics on a one-component lattice model with finite-range interactions, and find liquids of singles, pairs, trions and quaternions in addition to an extended phase with two gapless modes (2M phase). We unify these findings by constructing an effective theory with an emergent mode that describes the 2M phase, the descendants of this theory describe the liquid phases of unbound fermions as well as multi-fermion bound states (of 2, 3, 4, . . . fermions).
Microscopic Hamiltonian. We consider the following lattice Hamiltonian:
where c i and c † i are the lattice fermion annihilation and creation operators, n i = c † i c i is the lattice number operator, and V m defines the shape of the fermion-fermion interaction potential. We choose short-ranged attractive interactions (V 1 < 0 and V 2 < 0) to promote the formation of pairs and trions, but with V 3 > 0 to prevent phase-separation [16] . In order to decrease the parameter space we restrict our attention to the subspace V 1 = V 2 . We expect that extending the range of attractive interactions will result in liquid phases of multi-fermion bound states. As a special example of this notion, we show that extending the attractive interactions to three sites results in the formation of a quaternion liquid phase (see supplement).
We use iDMRG [19] [20] [21] to study the ground state properties of the Hamiltonian (1) with focus on the 1/5 filling. The details of the calculation are presented in the supplement. To identify the various phases, we use two types of diagnostics: central charge c and various two-point correlators.
To obtain c, we numerically compute the dependence of the bipartite entanglement entropy S on the correlation length ξ as we vary the bond dimension χ and fit the resulting dependence with S = and G 3 decay exponentially; in the trion phase G 3 is algebraic while G 1 and G 2 are exponential. This behavior implies that there is a gap to adding a single fermion into the pair/trion phase however there is no gap to adding two/three fermions. Figure 1 shows c as a function of the interaction parameters V 1 = V 2 and V 3 . The blue regions denote the single-mode phases with c = 1, we identify these as single, pair, and trion phases based on their two-point correlators [Eq. (2) ]. While we observe a direct transition between the pair and single phases [16, 17] , we do not find a direct transition between the pair and trion phases; instead we find an intermediate phase with c ≈ 2 which we call the 2M (2-mode) phase. The 2M phase neighbors all other phases and indicates a parent theory with an emergent mode, which enables a unified description of the multi-fermion bound-state phases and their phases transitions.
Theory of the emergent mode -a bosonization description of the 2M phase. Motivated by Ref. 16 and 17 and our data, we introduce a theory with two modes. In this theory, the charge-1 operators in the lowest harmonic are:
where η = +1/−1 denotes a right/left mover; θ µ is dual field of the compact bosonic field φ µ and satisfies
The charge is carried by the θ 0 mode, while θ 1 is neutral, as a result k F is fixed by the density of electrons while k is a free parameter. The set of local physical operators can be generated via products of operators from Eq. (3), i.e., ψ As a result, primary operators of charge q take the form:
where
Due to the restrictions on the coefficients q 1 , r 0 , and r 1 of physical operators, we cannot simply treat this theory as a product of θ 0 /φ 0 and θ 1 /φ 1 theories. The theory must obey charge conservation, and is invariant under both parity (φ 0,1 → −φ 0,1 and x → −x) and time-reversal (θ 0,1 → −θ 0,1 , i → −i and t → −t). Generically, the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian takes the form:
H KE describes a 2-mode TLL, which we later demonstrate to be consistent with the 2M phase found in the numerics.
Single-mode phases as descendants of the 2M theory. The single-mode phases (single, pair, trion, ...) are constructed by introducing locking terms, shown in Table I , to the Hamiltonian Eq. (5). For a term to appear, it must be of the form of Eq. (4) with q = 0, and also respect parity and time-reversal. At large interaction strength, some of these terms may 'lock'; taking an expectation value and reducing the theory to a 1-component TLL.
Our analysis for the locking terms is as follows. For an interaction term to lock it should have no oscillation (i.e., x dependence), which places constraints on the Fermi momenta. For each locking term of the form cos Λ, we find linear combinations of the θs and φs that commute with Λ. Among this set we find a conjugate pair which we denote as θ + and φ + . The set of gapless operators are then generated by e iΛ , e iθ+ and e iφ+ and must be a subset of Eq. (4) [25] . We show that the minimal (unit) charges for these operators are indeed q min = 1, 2, 3 for the single, pair, and trion phases respectively, with the given locking terms; we extend our analysis to bound states of arbitrary number of fermions in the supplement.
We first analyze the locking term cos(2θ 1 ) which induces the single phase. The gapless mode is described by the dual fields θ + = θ 0 and φ + = φ 0 . Thus the gapless operators take the form c(x) ∼ e iaθ1 e iθ0 e i(2n+1)(φ0+kFx) where n is an integer and a an odd integer. (The dual field φ 1 is disordered and cannot appear here.) As e iθ1 is a constant, c(x) reduces to the standard bosonization form of a fermion mode [26, 27] .
Next, we show that the locking term cos(2φ 1 + 2k x) induces the pair phase. Notably, for this term to lock we must enforce k = 0. As θ 1 is disordered, it cannot appear in the exponent of a gapless operator, i.e., q 1 = 0. From the parity relation (4), we see that q must be an even integer and thus the single and trion
TABLE I. Locking terms and correlators of single-mode phases. The first line lists interaction terms and the second line shows the corresponding phases when interaction terms get locked. The remaining rows show the algebraic decay form of correlators G1,2,3; the coefficient of each term is neglected for simplicity. In the supplement, we show the numeric data verifying the predicted dependence.
correlators decay exponentially. If we let θ + = 2θ 0 and φ + = φ 0 /2, we recover the standard bosonization expansion of a boson mode [26, 27] for the pair operator:
with n ∈ Z and k B = k F /2. We interpret the descendant theory as a TLL of fermion pairs, with the density of pairs being half of the density of elementary fermions.
Finally, we address the locking term Λ = 3(φ 1 + k x) − (φ 0 + k F x) which yields the trion phase while fixing k = k F /3. As Λ commutes with θ + = 3θ 0 + θ 1 and φ + = φ 1 , the gapless operators take the form c(x)
q ∼ e i(q/3)θ+ e ia(φ++k x)+ibL . Mapping the expression to Eq. (4), we get q 1 = q/3, r 0 = −b, and r 1 = a + 3b; we determine the consistency conditions q/3, a, b ∈ Z and a ≡ q (mod 2). Hence for any gapless operator, q must be a multiple of 3, which implies exponential decay of G 1 and G 2 . As Λ takes on an expectation value, the trion operator expansion reduces to: c(x) 3 ∼ e iθ+ e i(2n+1)(φ++k x) , where k = k F /3 is the Fermi wavevector of the trions and n is an integer.
Within the low energy theory for each of the three single TLL mode phases, c(x) qmin admits a standard bosonization expansion in terms of θ + and φ + . The effective Hamiltonian is thus
where K is the Luttinger parameter. Fourier spectra of the correlators. The long-distance behavior of the correlation functions of gapless operators can be written as a sum of algebraically decaying terms of the form cos(k osc |r| + ϕ) |r| η .
Our theory predicts that the allowed values of k osc are restricted in the 2M phase, while they are fixed by the fermion density in the single-mode phases. Table I summarizes the long distance behavior of the correlation functions within the single-mode phases; the (leading) decay exponents η of all harmonics k osc , depend only on the Luttinger parameter K.
To connect the effective theory to our microscopic model, we compare the k osc in correlation functions obtained from field theory to that from DMRG. We perform Fourier transforms on the correlation functions G 1,2,3 (r) and take the n th derivative, such that terms of the form Eq. (7) with η < n + 1 will show a divergent peak at k osc . We then match the set of predicted oscillation wavevectors to peaks in the Fourier transform. In Fig. 2 , we present the correlation functions along cuts at constant V 3 . In panels (a-c), V 3 = 1.56 crossing the trion, 2M, and pair phases; while V 3 = 1.3 for panels (d-f) which includes a trion and single phase. (We cannot exclude a possible intervening 2M phase.)
In the 2M phase, both modes are gapless and the allowed k osc 's are given by the oscillatory part of c(x) q in Eq. (4):
For G 1 and G 3 , r 0 + r 1 is odd, hence the first several k osc are k , k F , k F ± 2k , and 2k F ± k . For G 2 , r 0 + r 1 is even and so k osc = 0, k F ± k , 2k , 2k F , etc. These wavevectors are fitted to numerical data and are marked by the dotted lines in Fig. 2 . As k F is fixed, k is the only fitting parameter at each point of phase space. In the 2M region of panels (a-c), we observe unambiguous peaks at the predicted wavevectors. (In the numerics, we have not resolved peaks at some of the predicted k osc , as these peaks are too weak or have large algebraic exponent η.) A key feature of the DMRG data in the 2M phase is that k is not fixed; it varies continuously between the two limiting values k = k F /3 on the trion side and k = 0 on the pair side. The variation of this wavevector is clear signature of a neutral emergent mode and confirms our effective two-mode TLL.
In the single-mode phases, some of the peaks found for the 2M phase persist while others are no longer divergent as some modes become gapped out. In the trion phase, as k = k F /3 and G 3 decays algebraically, we observe peaks in Fig. 2(c,f) at odd multiples of k . We find the absence Remarkably, we also observe exponentially decaying features at the moving k which are remnants of the 2M parent theory. Phase transitions There are five potential phase transitions in our phase diagram, which we discuss here. The locking mechanisms give hints about the phase transitions, we shall now discuss our data for each of these transitions.
• Single-pair transition. The transition is controlled by the competition between the terms cos(2θ 1 ) and cos(2φ 1 ), and results in a quantum Ising transition [16, 17, [28] [29] [30] . In the supplement, we provide the definitive evidence that the single-pair transition is Ising via finite-χ scaling.
• 2M-single transition. This transition is driven by the term cos(2θ 1 ), and is likely a BerezinskiiKosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition.
• 2M-pair/trion transition. The 2M-to-pair and 2M-to-trion transitions are accompanied by k reaching a commensurate value. This suggests a commensurate-incommensurate (CIC) transition
• Single-trion transition. We are unable to determine if there is a direct transition between the trion and single phase, or whether there is an intervening 2M phase which extends down as V 3 is decreased. In both cases, our numeric analysis suggests a (at least one) first-order transition. (see the supplement)
Discussion -In summary we find conclusive evidence for an emergent mode in one dimensional attractive fermion chain. This emergent mode results in the formation of a stable 2M phase with two Fermi surfaces. We argue that the multi-fermion bound state liquids are not descendants of the single-mode TLL phase but are rather descendants of this 2M phase. The 2M parent theory may be interpreted as a mixture of single and pair particles [16] . Curiously, we can also rewrite the theory in terms of a mixture of pairs/trions, or trions/quarternions, etc.; however, we fail to find interpretations in terms of mixtures such as singles/trions.
The two ingredients required to realizing the proposed phenomenology is (1) confining the fermions to onedimension and (2) controlling the form of the interaction potential between the fermions. In the setting of solid states systems the two ingredients could be realized in nanowires made of superconducting semiconductors [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . In ultracold atoms confinement could be provided by either optical lattices [3, 4, 37] or atom chips [5] and tunable long-range interaction by the use of dipolar interactions [38, 39] or Rydberg state-mediated interactions [40] .
The 1D systems studied here can also be used to construct higher dimensional topological phases via the coupled-wire construction [16, [41] [42] [43] . TLL enriched by emergent mode(s) may give a pathway to a wide range of new phases in condensed matter.
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Numerical method for DMRG calculation
We use the standard two-sites iDMRG algorithm [19] [20] [21] to find the ground states of the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) at various filling ratios. For the calculation (1/5 filling) presented in the main text, we use a unit cell with 30 fermion sites. The U(1) charge is explicitly conserved in the DMRG simulations.
In the calculations, we use various bond dimensions χ for the purpose of checking convergence and doing finite χ scaling. The phase diagram Fig. 1 is computed using χ = {80, 160, 300}. The Fourier spectra Fig. 2 is plotted using the χ = 300 data.
The correlation lengths ξ(χ) are used to compute the central charge c and also determine whether correlators are algebraically or exponentially decaying. For each charge sector Q, we can compute ξ Q (χ)-the length scale for correlators of form A † (0)B(r) where A, B are charge-Q operators. As χ increases, ξ Q (χ) goes to infinity as long as that charge-Q sector is gapless. If instead, the charge-Q sector is gapped, then ξ Q (χ) saturates to its physical value ξ Q (∞). We find for TLL of q min -bound states, the charge Q-sectors are gapless only if Q is a multiple of q min . We use this method to determine q min , i.e., whether the phase is single, pair, or trion. In practice, if ξ Q=jqmin (χ), j = 0, 1, 2... reach some values significantly larger than other charge sectors, we claim the formation of liquid of q min -bound states. Our data with χ = 300 can practically confirm a gapped sector with up to about a hundred correlation length. The neutral sector (Q = 0) is always gapless in our phase diagram and the corresponding ξ 0 (χ) is used to extract c [23] .
Translational invariance is not preserved exactly by iDMRG at finite χ. Instead, the magnitude of violation decays algebraically with increasing χ. When we compute correlators, we average over sites r 1 in one unit cell: G(r) = 1 unit cell size r1 G(r 1 , r 1 + r). We also do this when calculating entanglement entropy. The averaging improves the quality of the data.
Numerical methods for Fourier spectra (Figure 2) As shown in the main text, the Fourier transform of correlators reveals the leading k osc as peaks in the spectra. The Fourier spectra Fig. 2 are plotted using data from ground states with parameters along two cuts. The spectra is calculated as the "n th " derivative of Fourier transform on the correlation functions G 1,2,3 (r):
where the value of r trunc is set to be several times of the correlation length ξ 0 (χ). The DMRG bound dimension χ = 600. The solid vertical lines in sub-figures of G1(r), G2(r), G3(r), and G4(r) are the DMRG correlation length ξq(χ) in charge q = 1, 2, 3, and 4 sectors respectively. For q = 1, 2 and 3, ξq(χ) saturates to a small value ≈ 2. In contrast, ξ4(χ) increases with increasing χ, with ξ4(χ = 600) ≈ 227. The data indicates that G1(r), G2(r) and G3(r) decay exponentially while G4(r) decays algebraically.
Any harmonic component (Eq. (7)) of correlators with algebraic decay exponent η < n + 1 will in principle show a divergent peak at the corresponding k osc . To make the subleading k osc visible, we choose n = 2, 2.5, 2.8 for G 1 , G 2 and G 3 .
DMRG evidence for a quaternion phase
The Hamiltonian Eq. (1) can be extended to have longer ranges of attractive interaction, which is expected to give rise to more q min -bound state. We use the same numeric method to study the range-four model with V 1 = V 2 = V 3 < 0, V 4 > 0 in 1/5 filling to find a quaternion phase.
To show the minimal charge (q min ) for gapless charged sector is 4, we demonstrate the correlators G 1,2,3,4 of a state in the quaternion phases in Fig. 3 , where G 4 is the quaternion correlator:
In Fig. 4 , we show the Fourier spectrum of G 4 with the choice of derivative n = 2 (see the last section). As the filling is 1/5, the quaternion density is 1/20. As quaternions are bosons, the spectrum shows peaks or steps at the even multiples (0, 2, 4) of π/20. . 3 ) in a quaternion phase. The oscillatory wavevectors (kosc) are located at even multiples of π/20. With a choice "derivative" n = 2, the first three kosc can be seen in this plot as peaks or step.
Self consistency check of the decay exponents in correlators for pair and trion phases
In this section, we demonstrate that the pair and trion phases are well-described by a single-mode TLL theory. We do this by extracting the decay exponents of the correlators from our data, and comparing them to prediction from TLL theory. In particular, we first extract the Luttinger parameter K from the scaling dimension of the leading oscillatory therm in the density operator. We then compute the leading decay exponent (η 2,3 ) of G 2,3 , and show that they follow the relation η(K) as predicted by TLL theory.
We first show that K can be read out from chargedensity wave quasi-order. The density-density correlator is defined as:
where n i = c † i c i . TLL theory predicts n(x) ∼ n + ∂ x φ + /π + m =0 e i2m(φ++k F x/qmin) + . . . and thus the long-distance behavior of G 0 (r) reads:
where the coefficient of each term is neglected. The term with m = 1 is the leading oscillatory (quasi-CDW order) term with decay exponent 2K. Thus the leading scaling dimension of the quasi-CDW order is K.
While it is possible to extract K by computing G 0 from our data, we choose to fit K by taking advantage of the artificial long-range charge-density-wave order induced by iDMRG. The method [44] is as follows. When the unit cell of iDMRG is commensurate to the oscillatory vector(s) of the quasi-charge-density-wave order, there is a corresponding artificial long-range density-wave order induced from finite bond dimension χ, the amplitude of which decays with χ and the correlation length ξ 0 (χ). ... Specifically, its amplitude scales as
where n(2k F /q min ) = j e 2ik F /qminj n j . For our plots, we use the peak-to-peak amplitude of the density profile as a substitute for n(2k F /q min ) .
TLL theory [cf. Tab. I] gives the prediction of leading term of G 2,3 of pair and triom phases respectively as:
with
We numerically fit η 2,3 directly from the data of the data of G 2,3 .
Figs. 5(a) and (b) show η 2,3 vs. K for the pair and trion phases respectively. We see that the data points (red) agree with Eqs. (15) (blue line), which shows that the liquids are well described by single-mode TLL theory. We also note that the extracted Luttinger parameters K are all smaller than 1; this indicates the effective interaction between pairs or trions is repulsive.
A theory of bound states composed of an arbitrary number of fermions
In this section, we show that all liquid phases of q minbound states can be formed by the locking of appropriate vertex terms in the 2M parent theory. We derive the low energy expansion of the c(x) qmin operator (corresponding to the q min -bound state) and show that it corresponds to the standard TLL theory of a charge q min particle.
We first reproduce Eq. (4) as the starting point, which gives the form of a charge-q physical operator in the 2M theory:
where q 1 ≡ r 0 + r 1 ≡ q (mod 2).
The central goal is to show the locking of some vertex operators reduces 2M expansion (Eq. (16)) to liquid phases of q min -bound states. For the sake of constraining the form of vertex operators relevant to this goal, it is convenient to notice a field-redefinition invaraince of Eq. (16) .
Consider the following redefinition of the fields, which preserves θ 0 , φ 0 as a charge one field, and θ 1 , φ 1 as a neutral field:
For even j, the redefinition Eq. (17) leaves Eq. (16) invariant. (For odd n, we get a different but equivalent form of the operator expansion for the 2M phase.) Observe that it is always possible to transform the fields such that k is non-negative.
We then decide the form of vertex terms relevant to this goal.
Recall from the main text: all these TLL of q-bound states are described by a single-mode TLL theory. To reduce the number of gapless mode of the 2M theory down to one, there should be a single locking term, i.e., ∝ cos(Λ), where Λ is a linear combination of fields and dual fields. The term needs to respect the following symmetries
• Parity: φ 0,1 → −φ 0,1 and x → −x.
• Time-reversal: θ 0,1 → −θ 0,1 and t → −t.
• Charge U(1) symmetry: θ 0 → θ 0 + ϕ; i.e., the term cannot include the field θ 0 .
With the above constrain, the allowed term takes the form cos(2pθ 1 ) or cos qφ 1 − pφ 0 + (qk − pk F )x with p ≡ q (mod 2). For the second kinds of terms, by the invariance via fields redefinition Eq. (17) with even j, we can constrain 0 < p ≤ q and k ≥ 0 without lose of generality. Note that we do not consider Umklapp scattering caused by the possible presence of lattice.
Some allowed locking linear combinations in the cosine may differ by an integer multiple, for example cos(2θ 1 ) vs. cos(4θ 1 ). Among those terms, the term with the smallest coefficient is the most relevant and we further constrain our discussion on the locking of such terms. We have shown that cos(2θ 1 ) leads to the single-TLL phase, we focus on the remaining terms cos Λ for constructing TLL of q min -bound states. We summarize these terms as follows:
cos (2n + 1)φ 1 − (2m + 1)φ 0
where in Eq (18b) 2m+1 is coprime to 2n+1; in Eq. (18c), m is coprime to n, and m + n ≡ 1 (mod 2). Here n ≥ m are non-negative integers.
In the following, we construct the TLL of q min -bound states from the 2M expansion Eq. (16) with the vertex terms Eq. (18) .
We have already demonstrated in the main text that the locking term Eq. (18a) results in the single phase; q min = 1.
The locking of Eq. (18b) always reduces the 2M theory to a TLL of (2n + 1)-bound states. This also places a constraint on k : namely (2n + 1)k − (2m + 1)k F = 0. We follow the procedure described in the main text to find the gapless degree of freedom and denote it by +. By the commutation condition [θ + , Λ] = 0, we find a θ + = (2n + 1)θ 0 + (2m + 1)θ 1 , which carries 2n + 1 unit charge. Consequently, the gapless operators must carry integer multiples of charge 2n + 1. To prove that the low energy bosonization expansion of c 2n+1 is takes the form of the standard fermion expansion, it's sufficient to prove some allowed linear combination of φ 0 and φ 1 gives φ + , which is dual to θ + . To be specific, we want to find
(The constraint on a, b is a + b ≡ 1 (mod 2), which is derived from Eq. (16) .) The existence of the solution a and b is guaranteed by: for two coprime odd numbers 2n+1 and 2m+1, there are always two coprime numbers a and b such that a(2n+1)−b(2m+1) = 1, where a+b ≡ 1 (mod 2). Note that k F x/(2n + 1) is attached to this φ + and the coefficients of φ + are all odd numbers. Then we obtain the standard bosonization of charge-(2n+1) fermion: c(x) 2n+1 ∼ e iθ+ e i(2j+1)(φ++k x) , where k = k F /(2n+1) is the Fermi wavevector of the (2n+1)-bound states TLL and j is an integer.
For the locking term Eq. (18c), the descendant theory is a TLL of (2n)-bound states. Similar to the above analysis for (2n + 1)-bound states, we find θ + = (2n)θ 0 + (2m)θ 1 , which carries charge 2n. 2n is minimal charge for gapless operators because nθ 0 + mθ 1 is not allowed as the θ sector of any physical operator. [By construction, m + n ≡ 1 (mod 2), while the constraint for physical operators is m+n ≡ 0 (mod 2).] It's then sufficient to prove some allowed linear combination [odd-odd or even-even given by Eq. (16)] of φ 0 and φ 1 gives 2φ + . Indeed, this is true because for any two coprime numbers n and m obeying m + n ≡ 1 (mod 2), there is always two coprime odd numbers a and b such that an − bm = 1. Note that k F x/(2n) is attached to φ + and the coefficients of φ + are all even numbers. Then we obtain the standard bosonization of charge-(2n) boson: c(x) 2n ∼ e iθ+ e i(2j)(φ++k B x) with j ∈ Z and k B = k F /(2n).
DMRG data for single-pair phase transition
In this section we investigate the single-pair phase transition. We establish that this is an Ising transition by (1) measuring the central charge at the critical point, (2) measuring the correlation length critical exponent ν, and (3) identifying the order parameter for the pair phase and finding its scaling dimension β. Our technical approach is to perform a two-parameter scaling collapse on our DMRG data, where the parameters are detuning V 1 − V C and bond dimension χ.
We begin by extracting the central charge at the critical point and the correlation length critical exponent by analyzing the entanglement entropy in the vicinity of the critical point. Using the finite χ scaling of CFT states [23] , we collapse the entanglement entropy data from various χ near the pair-single transition. The collapse ansatz is as follows:
where κ = and ν is the correlation-length critical exponent. We note that ν = 1 and c = 1/2 for the Ising transition. The best collapse of our DMRG data yields ν = 0.95 and c = 1.44. These values differ by less than 5% from the Ising critical point values, once we realize that in addition to the CFT that corresponds to the Ising transition, there is a background free boson CFT with central charge 1, and thus c = 1 + 1/2 = 3/2. We suspect that the 5% deviation is due to the subleading corrections to the entanglement entropy scaling, which have been ignored in the collapse anstaz.
We also analyze the expectation value of the vortex operator Φ(x) and perform the corresponding collapse of the finite χ data (Fig. 7) . The vortex operator Φ(x), is neutral and incurs a π phase upon braiding (in spacetime) with fermions; i.e., it anticommutes with fermion operators on its left and commutes with fermion operators on its right. Expanding in terms of primary fields, Φ(x) has the following operator expansion:
e i(r0(φ0+kFx)+r1(φ1+k x)) , where r 0 + r 1 is odd.
The operator cos(φ 1 + k x), which is one of the lowest harmonic terms in Φ(x), acquires long-range order in the pair phase, because cos(2φ 1 ) is locked and k = 0. In the context of the Ising transition, cos(φ 1 ) corresponds to the disordered parameter, which gains an an expectation value on the disordered side of the transition with the magnetization critical exponent β. In our lattice model, the vortex operator corresponds to: Φ(x) = j<x (−1) nj . Its two-point correlator is well defined and measurable in iDMRG. Its large distance limit gives: lim r→∞ Φ(i + r)Φ(i) = Φ 2 . We measure Φ 2 near the phase transition point for various bond dimensions χ and the collapse the data using the following ansatz: In Fig. 7 , we plug in the exact Ising exponents β = 
DMRG data at the interface of single and trion phases
We also analyze the iDMRG data along the cut V 3 = 1.02 which goes from the trion to the single phase. In Fig. 8 we plot ∆E(V 1 ) = E(V 1 ) − (aV 1 + b), the ground state energy minus a linear component, as a function of the tuning parameter V 1 . We subtract the linear component to make the kink in the ground state energy easier to visualize. We see that ∆E has different slopes on trion/single side, which is a signature of first-order transition. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that there is an intermediate 2M phase between the trion and the single phases.
